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To us in APDUSA the results of the August 22nd and 28th Elections
are a matter of Life and Death*
If by chance the majority of the Coloured and Indian people
were to take part in the Elections, thens
1* It will mean that the Coloured and Indian people will have
chosen to join the White ruling class and will, therefore, become
joint oppressors of the oppressed and exploited black section of
the population*
2o It will mean that by accepting the fake franchise, the Coloured
and Indian people will be legally and morally forced to join the
army and to take part in what armies all over the world do wound, kill and destroy*
3* It will mean that our husbands, sons and brothers will be called
upon to baton-charge, tear-gas and shoot the oppressed people
who decide to show their opposition to oppression by means of
demonstrations• Remember Sharpville I960, Soweto 1976 and the
school boycotts of 1980*
4. It will mean that our husbands, sons and brothers will be called
upon to invade countries like Mozambique, Angola and Zimbabwe countries which have done us no harm, but which have had to pay
heavy penalties because of their opposition to apartheid,
5* It will mean that when the BIG CLASH comes ( and come it must so
long as the African people are kept out of the LAW-MAKING BODIES
of the land) the Coloured and Indian people will have to pay the
price that oppressors the world over have to pay when their TIME
IS UP.
It is for these reasons that the results of the Elections are a
matter of Life and Death*
Happily for us, we are certain that the great majority of the
people WILL ROT BE ANYWHERE NEAR the places of voting on August 22nd
and 2 8th*
WAR

ON THE SELLOUTS
It is not enough that the great majority of the people DON'T
VOTE* We still have to deal with the SELLOUTS who are going to-try
to drag the GOOD NAME of the Coloured and Indian people in the mud.
The SELLOUTS are those shameless creatures who have no regard
for the wishes of the people*

To such persons, it does not matter that they commit a FRAUD in
claiming to represent people who have already rejected them. To such
persons it does not matter that they play the dirty 'but deadly game
of DIVIDE AND RULE. So well was this game played by Britain in India
that even 37 years after Britain left India, Hindus and Muslims are
slaughtering one another in 1984* To the sellouts it does not matter
that our menfolk have to KILL and BE KILLED in defence of apartheid*
To them it does not matter that innocent lives can be lost in ugly
race riots* To them it does not matter that a people groaning under
the heavy burden of taxes have to pay more for their "salaries'.
To the sellouts, all that matters is that their pockets must
bulge with' R40 000 a year.
The all-important question is: What do we do with such shameless
creatures? Do we just ignore them? We say NO.1 Not when the lives of
our people are at stake. Our silence will be taken to mean that we
consent to their standing for elections in our name.
We say: MAKE WAR ON THE
Row do we go about doing this?

SELLOUTS

AND

PARASITES.'

7

lo OSTRACISE sellouts, i.e., boycott them personally - for them
no greetings, no smiles.
2. Have nothing to do with them unless it is necessary.
3. Don't invite them to weddings and social occasions; don't attend
weddings and social occasions called by them.
4o Expel them from all our organisations, whether social, sporting,
civic, religious or professional..
5* Let every man, woman and child get to know the sellouts of the area.
There is a famous saying:"The voice of the people is the Voice of God."
So highly regarded are the wishes of the people. Any person who acts
against the people becomes a PARIAH, an OUTCAST, and must be treated
as such.
Remember, when lives are at stake, we must be FIRM.'
OUR

STRENGTH: UNITY OP THE AFRICAN, COLOURED AND INDIAN
PEOPLE, AND ALL TRUE DEMOCRATS.
OUR POLICY: NON-COLLABORATION WITH THE OPPRESSOR*
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